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New groundbreaking work from Ba and Moon! Twin brothers Omar and Yaqub may share the same features,
but they could not be more different from one another. After a brutally violent exchange between the young
boys, Yaqub is sent from his home in Brazil to live with relatives in Lebanon, only to return five years later
as a virtual stranger to the parents who bore him, his tensions with Omar unchanged. Family secrets engage
the reader in this profoundly resonant story about identity, love, loss, deception, and the dissolution of blood
ties. * From the Eisner Award-winning and New York Times best-selling duo behind Daytripper, Gabriel Ba
and Fabio Moon! "Ba's distinctive lines render characters in minimal strokes; clever transitions, well-placed
shadows, and atmospheric scene-setting live up to the twins' already well-deserved reputation for beautiful
art."-Publishers Weekly
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From reader reviews:

Carrie Grogan:

What do you about book? It is not important along with you? Or just adding material when you really need
something to explain what you problem? How about your free time? Or are you busy man or woman? If you
don't have spare time to do others business, it is give you a sense of feeling bored faster. And you have time?
What did you do? Every person has many questions above. They need to answer that question since just their
can do in which. It said that about publication. Book is familiar on every person. Yes, it is suitable. Because
start from on guardería until university need this specific Two Brothers to read.

Larry Gutierrez:

Information is provisions for folks to get better life, information these days can get by anyone at everywhere.
The information can be a expertise or any news even an issue. What people must be consider while those
information which is within the former life are hard to be find than now is taking seriously which one is
acceptable to believe or which one the particular resource are convinced. If you have the unstable resource
then you buy it as your main information you will have huge disadvantage for you. All of those possibilities
will not happen in you if you take Two Brothers as your daily resource information.

Ruby Pritchett:

Many people spending their time frame by playing outside with friends, fun activity having family or just
watching TV 24 hours a day. You can have new activity to spend your whole day by reading a book. Ugh, do
you consider reading a book really can hard because you have to bring the book everywhere? It fine you can
have the e-book, getting everywhere you want in your Smart phone. Like Two Brothers which is keeping the
e-book version. So , why not try out this book? Let's view.

Patrick Reyes:

Is it a person who having spare time subsequently spend it whole day through watching television programs
or just lying down on the bed? Do you need something new? This Two Brothers can be the response, oh how
comes? A fresh book you know. You are therefore out of date, spending your extra time by reading in this
new era is common not a geek activity. So what these guides have than the others?
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